GRAP 17
STANDARD OF GENERALLY RECOGNISED ACCOUNTING PRACTICE
PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

Department of Local Government
Guidelines

This is a standard for management for of Property,
plant and equipment
• Objective of standard
The objective of the standard is to prescribe accounting treatment for
property, plant and equipment so that the users of financial statements
can discern information about an entity’s investment in its property,
plant and equipment and the changes in such investments.
The principle issues in accounting of property, plant and equipment are
the recognition of assets, the determination of their carrying amounts
and the depreciation charges and impairment looses to be recognised
in relation to them.

GUIDELINES FOR INFRASTRUCTURE ASSET MANAGEMENT IN LOCAL
GOVERNMENT Department of Provisional Government
Definitions:
• Asset: A resource controlled by a municipality from which future economic benefits or service potential is
expected.
• Asset Hierarchy: A framework for segmenting an asset base into appropriate classifications.

• Asset Management Information System: A combination of processes, data and software applied to provide
outputs required for effective asset management.
• Asset Register: A record of information on each asset that supports effective financial and technical management
of the assets, and meets statutory requirements.
• Critical Assets: Assets for which the consequences of failure are sufficiently severe to justify pro-active inspection,
maintenance and renewal

• Infrastructure Assets: it includes all core assets which are integral to the delivery of municipal services, including
water supply, sanitation, road transport and storm-water drainage, solid waste removal, electricity supply, and
community facilities.
• Infrastructure Asset Management Plan: A plan developed for the management of Infrastructure Assets with the
aim of providing specified levels of service in a cost-effective manner.
• Infrastructure Asset Management Strategy: A document that defines key IAM processes and targets.

• Comprehensive Municipal Infrastructure Plan (CMIP): A plan that provides a holistic overview of existing service
performance, a vision of future performance scenarios, the risks, priorities, funding and tariff implications, as a
strategic input to the Integrated Development Planning process.

Guideline: Minimum
requirements for a CMIP
Asset Knowledge
• Summarised information based on reasonable
complete records on:
• asset quantities
• asset value (to financial standards, GAMAP)
• asset age, condition and expected lives (top down
assessments)

• The information should be able to demonstrably
link to more detailed information available in
IAMPs and supporting asset databases.

Step 1 in IAMP: Information
Data Collection

Process for
Establishing an
Infrastructure Asset
Register

Establishing an Infrastructure Asset Register
To achieve this, municipalities will need the
following:
• An asset hierarchy (or “tree”) that will enable
information on all the municipality’s infrastructure
assets to be aggregated in an useful way for asset
management;
• A consistent asset identification system (which
enables specific assets to be readily identified);
and
• Processes for the ongoing updating of information
(after capturing baseline data).

Asset register Requirements
• When compiling an asset register for the first time, consideration needs to be given to the
“design” of the asset hierarchy. It must take into account all the asset types that will be
encountered in that specific municipality, and consider the most appropriate way for
information to be aggregated for reporting purposes. Furthermore, the level of detail of
data (e.g. at facility, asset, component, or sub-component level, and the extent of
information on each element) needs to be carefully considered – data collection is
expensive and time consuming.
• The approach needs to accommodate the following needs:
• simple life-cycle cost modelling;
• recognition of the different risk profile of elements of the infrastructure;
• sufficient detail for the municipality to make informed strategic and tactical
decisions;
• consistency with the approach used in any existing systems (such as maintenance
management or GIS); and
• to cater for GAMAP requirements (i.e. the need to isolate material elements of
infrastructure that have different expected useful lives

Asset Data to be collected
• Data in the following categories should be captured for each asset as an initial priority:
• asset identification;
• location (this will be in a descriptive style, such as a street address, or GPS coordinate
• materials/type; size;
• quantity;
• year constructed;
• year last renewed;
• expected useful life
• The following may initially be known only at network or asset-group:
• condition grade;
• capacity;
• utilisation;
• remaining useful life;
• asset performance (measures to be in line with the network level performance measures);
• criticality grade; and
• data accuracy.

The future Asset
Management Information
System

AMIS: Possible System Linkages to Asset
Register

AMIS Expansion

Selective linkages may be considered appropriate, depending on the required functionality, for example:
• linking (GIS) mapping images to the physical asset register;
• down loading infrastructure data into design programs for network expansions;
• linking the asset register to a capital works system (new projects and renewals);

• a maintenance management function providing maintenance budgets and a resource planning facility, and
generating work schedules based on condition data;
• a maintenance history function;
• a helpdesk facility to manage, track and record reactive maintenance;
• recording and reporting on environmental incidents;

• materials, spares and tools inventories and stocktaking functions;
• heritage asset listing;
• land register;
• energy usage;
• linking the asset register to the accounting system to update valuations, written down value and
depreciation;
• linking property and water meter registers to the asset register and accounting systems; and linking to
insurance schedules.

AMIS: Requirements
The following are typical modules that could be included in a basic system:
• asset register;

• maintenance management;
• contract management;
• work package management;
• stock control; and
• condition monitoring.
Advanced functions can be added to enhance long term planning and improve efficiency,
such as the following:
• predictive modeling;
• detailed risk assessment;
• evaluations of asset solution options;
• optimised decision making; and
• data management.

IBM Maximo: The Operational
Solution

Organisation

The Asset register Requirements

1. Asset Identification
• All infrastructure assets must have a unique identification reference number. A common
approach must be used across all departments in the municipality, such as the following:

The following are definitions of the asset categories (in accordance with GAMAP): Property, Plant
and Equipment:
• Land (not held as investment assets);
• Infrastructure Assets are ones that form part of a network of similar assets (immovable assets
such as roads, water systems etc);
• Community Assets are resources that contribute to the general well-being of the community
(immovable assets such as community halls, clinics, parks and outdoor sport and recreation
facilities);
• Heritage Assets are culturally, environmentally, or historic significant resources (such as war
memorials, historic buildings, conservation areas, archaeological sites, statues etc); and
• Other Assets are ordinary operational resources (such as the office building and stores, and
movable assets such as vehicles and equipment).

2. Asset Hierarchy
• The objective of an asset hierarchy is to portray a clear, holistic and logical breakdown of
infrastructure in each of the services, using a structure that is consistent with the asset
categories and classes used in financial management. Financial reporting will typically be
required at the Facility/Asset Group level.

3. Expected Useful Life
• The classes of assets stated in the following tables have been determined bearing in
mind the need to distinguish assets that have significant financial value in relation to the
sub-category, perform different functions, have different potential risk profiles, and
have different Expected Useful Lives (where this makes a significant financial impact on
depreciation). The tables need to be reviewed by each municipality – omitting assets not
applicable and adding new ones where necessary. The Expected Useful Lives must also
be checked to ensure that they are realistic in view of the standard of design and
construction, the utilisation, the operating environment, the maintenance regime, legal
prescriptions, and potential obsolescence.

4. Generic Condition Assessment

5. Asset Valuation
Depreciated Replacement Cost (DRC)
• Where RUL = Remaining Useful Life:
• a. Above ground assets – by visual assessment of
condition

• b. Below ground assets – Expected Useful Life
• EUL = Expected Useful Life, which is the anticipated
life of an asset from acquisition or renewal until
failure taking cognisance of the operating
environment and the maintenance regime.
• CRC = Current Replacement Cost which is an
estimate of the current cost of replacing the asset
with a modern equivalent of similar capacity, based
on unit rates.

6. Asset Risk
Consequence of Failure - generic

Criticality Grading

7. Data Accuracy
It is necessary to record and track the accuracy of the data collected on each
asset

Asset Knowledge

The information and data collected in the previous sub-section needs to be summarised in a way
that will inform asset management decision making. Data will need to be reported in a way that is
easily understood, with summaries for asset types, and an area basis, as well as the ability to drill
down to specific assets.

Scope of infrastructure management practices

Municipal Data Capturing
Requirements

Municipal Data Capture Requirements
• Reference assets in a spatial environment
• Capture assets specifications to support asset
management and engineering processes
• Capture asset valuation and depreciation information
for future - asset register
• Uniquely identify assets – (numbering)
• Support & enhance field capturing
• Store data in an optimised and structured format (best
practice)
• Managed data capturing process
• Support the future AIMS System – to be defined

What is the Technical Asset Register?

•This is the register with all assets
within the organisation clearly
indicating their locations and
replacement value including those
assets with value less than the
organisation capitalisation
threshold.

What is the financial asset register?
• Asset register is a record information on each asset that supports the
effective financial and technical management of the assets, and
meets statutory requirements.

• The asset register should also facilitate proper financial reporting and
is ultimately the responsibility of Chief financial officer ( CFO)

What are the minimum requirements of
GRAP 17 compliant Asset Register:
• Detail asset description
• Bar code, unique identifier, serial number ( where applicable) ERF
number ( where applicable) or any other number to distinguish it
from other assets.
• Location
• Purchase Price
• Acquisition date
• Estimated useful life ( original)
• Estimated residual value

What are the minimum requirements of GRAP 17
compliant Asset Register: ( continued)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Remaining useful life
Depreciation
Accumulated depreciation
Disposal date, proceeds, depreciation up to date of disposal
Information on a change in accounting estimate as a result of change in useful life
or residual valve –date re- assessed etc.
Impairment loss recognised or reversed
Carrying amount at beginning and end of reporting period
Funding source
Condition of the asset- this can assist in determining the remaining useful life of
the asset and whether it may possible be impaired and person responsible in safe
guarding and manufacturing the assets.

What is the relationship between the two
asset registers?

How Mw Set Maximo to support these
registers ?
• Mhlathuze Water recently switched to Maximo which is used by Engineering department for
daily Maintenance activities and are finalising the incorporation of stores stock levels controls to
Maximo so that so that we can have a smooth operation. Finance is still using the other system
called AX Dynamics but what we did was to interface both system so that what is done on the
other system is updated automatically.
• Challenges:
1. Although we had challenges with the technical asset register and financial register of not being
aligned. The location and description were not the same as in the technical register we had
used the description which was in the plant eg. Mono pumps were referred to the Caustic
offloading pump in the plant and technical register.
• Solution:
1. The financial asset register was the one which was used on Maximo but we used or updated
the descriptions which were on the technical asset register.
Maximo assisting in complying with GRAP 17:

Maximo assisting in complying with GRAP 17:
• Objective of standard
• The objective of the standard is to prescribe accounting treatment for property,
plant and equipment so that the users of financial statements can discern
information about an entity’s investment in its property, plant and equipment
and the changes in such investments.
• How Do we use Maximo to comply with the above statement?
when drawing spares in store, it is a requirement to fill a disposal form which then
will be an indication that the new part was installed in the equipment and it
lifespan with be affected by being extended.
Maximo helps us too in the management of the assets by keeping history eg. The
repair of the same pump now and then. This is how we keep record of all the
repaired that have been done to the equipment which is where finance is able to
discern information about the equipment which is the investment.
Thank you.

Spatial: The value of place
Business Assets
Equipment ID
Spatial Reference

Maintenance
Work order
Spatial Reference
Equipment history

Last Inspected

Human Resources
Position
Expertise
Spatial Reference
Manager

Logistics

Contact Info

Tabular
Information

Product
Inventory ID
Spatial Reference

Time

IT Equipment
Type
ID
Maintenance
Cost
Spatial Reference
Repair History
Current Condition
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Customer
Spatial Reference

Product owned
Buying Behavior
Last Serviced
Contact Info

Spatial: Place Information is Business-Critical
• A spatial context:
•
•
•
•

Location
Proximity
Distance
Area...

• A business necessity:
• What new properties are being developed? Where? How many?
• Can our existing infrastructure support growth? Where do we put new?
• Compliance- Every asset needs inspection and reporting (GASB, etc)

• Analyze outcomes:
• What if??
• All manholes aren’t inspected?
• Street re-paving is scheduled the week before water-main repair?
• Emergency equipment depots are miles from sensitive receptors
• Budget requires using 10 snowplow trucks instead of 15?
• IT energy costs threaten to derail e-gov deployment plans?
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Value of Spatial within Maximo
Visualization
• Maximo assets, locations, wo’s sr’s
supports visual business analysis

Spatial Context
• location provides contexts that makes
information more meaningful

Reference
• group, cluster or categorize related
information, reference related feature
class details and infrastructure

Older area

Quantification / Measurement
• distance, physical relationship between
objects, proximity measures, obstacles,
available routes

Modeling
• trends, variation, patterns
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Newer Area

Example of Locations
of Wastewater Back-up
Calls

Extend Schema & Linkage
ASSETS

ROADS – GIS Feature Class Business Table
SHAPE OBJECTID

133

4321

NAME

CREATEINMAXIMO

MXASSETUID

Main St.

YES

12345678

…

ASSET – MXES
ASSETNUM LOCATION

DESCRIPTION

FEATURECLASSNAME

Main St.

ROADS

1001

MXASSETUID …
12345678

LOCATIONS

PARK – GIS Feature Class Business Table
SHAPE

OBJECTID

NAME

CREATEINMAXIMO

MXLOCATIONSID

245

1234

Playground

YES

09922334456

LOCATION - MXES
LOCNUM

DESCRIPTION

FEATURECLASSNAME

MXLOCATIONSID

L2003

Playground

PARK

09922334456

…

…

Maximo Spatial

Maximo User Interface with Embedded GIS Web Controls
GIS Web Controls
Map, Layers, Toolbar, Search

Maximo Web Controls
Tables, Fields, Tabs

Web Server (HTTP)
J2EE Application Server (WebLogic/WebSphere)

ESRI
ArcGIS Server 9.2
ArcObjects

Maximo
Maximo Business
Components

ESRI – ArcMap
Desktop
Application
Editor

Spatial Database Engine

Intergraph,
MapInfo,
Smallworld
etc

Safe
Software’s

RDBMS
GIS
Maximo

SPATIAL

DIE

ArcGIS 9.2
or earlier

Maximo Spatial Architecture

Client

Maximo Interface to REST API

Web Browser
DHTML

Maximo Interface to Geodatabase

JavaScript / DoJo

HTTP
Web Server

J2EE Maximo

Servlet

Maximo Objects

REST API
JS / DoJo

ArcObjects

Application Server

Web Server

ArcGIS Server

Application Server

Maximo
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Published
Map, Data, GP
Services

Geodatabase

IBM Maximo Spatial Asset Management
•

Support work and asset management for Organizations with
Geographically dispersed Assets.
• Deliver an integration framework based upon ESRI ArcGIS Server
Technology that support future product development and customer
extensions through services.
• Expose GIS Assets to Maximo users and detailed Maximo work and
asset information to GIS maintainers.
• Visualize GIS Assets and provide a geospatial context of assets,
work and relevant land based features which can impact efficient
work execution.
• Create and manage work orders related to mass property: utility
poles and related assets, vegetation management, infrastructure
repairs, etc.
Supporting Spatial Business Analysis
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Maximo Spatial Asset Management
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ArcGIS Server Innovation
Innovative User of External Data Sources
• External data sources can provide themes that overlay the production layers
• GPS(AVL) feeds from provider to track resources, assets, tools
• Any spatial data not maintained internally is a potential source
• FEMA flood planes, evacuation routes, census data
• Easily integrated to map document simply by creating a connection
• Any web services compatible with ESRI data formats
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Value of Spatial within Maximo
Visualization
• Maximo assets, locations, wo’s sr’s
supports visual business analysis

Spatial Context
• location provides contexts that makes
information more meaningful

Reference
• group, cluster or categorize related
information, reference related feature
class details and infrastructure

Older area

Quantification / Measurement
• distance, physical relationship between
objects, proximity measures, obstacles,
available routes

Modeling
• trends, variation, patterns
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Newer Area

Example of Locations
of Wastewater Back-up
Calls

Benefits of Spatial Information Sharing
• Leverage GIS investment by providing spatial data to Maximo users
and Maximo data to GIS users
• See assets in GIS not previously visible to Maximo Users
• Be aware of construction and design changes NOT previously visible
to Maximo Users
• View details of assets and work management from GIS
• Improve Management Effectiveness
• Better Decision Making
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